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This  guide  is  written  for  system  administrators  or  team  managers  who  create  and  modify
workflows  in  Comindware  Tracker  and  would  like  to  extend  the  standard  workflow
functionality  using  the  Comindware  Expression  language.  The  guide  contains  basic
information and "How to" examples with ready-to-use expressions.

About this guide
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Introduction

Chapter 1

This chapter includes the following topics:

What is Expression language

Why use Expression language

Before you start

What is Expression language
Comindware Expression language allows you to flexibly configure workflow parameters.
For  example,  using  Comindware  Expression  language  you  can  specify  task  due  date
basing on its priority, distribute tasks between employees depending on the subject of
a task, verify the compliance of data entered by user with corporate rules.

Why use Expression language
You can use expressions:

to calculate and set default values, for example, you can set a task assignee basing
on a request category;

to do validation, for example, you can verify the compliance of time spent entered
by users with company rules;

to define time constraints of tasks and work items, for example, resolved support
cases can be closed automatically after two weeks in idle state.

to define potential and excluded assignees of tasks in a workflow.

Before you start
A  work  item  template  with  a  configured  workflow  is  required  to  check  how  the
expressions  work.  You  can  create  your  custom  work  item  template  and  configure  a
workflow. You can also use any sample work item template with predefined workflow
from our pre-designed solutions.

6
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Basics

Chapter 2

This chapter includes the following topics:

Built-in editor

Comindware Expressions Language functions

Identifiers

Data types

Literals

Built-in editor
Comindware  Tracker  provides  the  easy-to-use  built-in  editor  for  users.  The  built-in
editor automatically suggests the list of possible functions and field identifiers while a
user  is  typing.  The  editor  also  supports  syntax  highlighting  and  provides  code
formatting tools.

Creating a validation rule using built-in editor

Comindware Expression Language functions
This topic describes the syntax and use of each function in the Comindware Expression
Language.

ADD ()

Description Adds two values. Strings concatenation is not supported.

Function syntax ADD(argument1, argument2)

Arguments a) argument1: number; argument2: number;

7
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ADD ()

b) argument1: duration; argument2: duration;

c) argument1: datetime; argument2: duration.

Returns a)number

b)duration

c)datetime

AND ()

Description Takes two values  of  type  boolean,  or  expressions  that  resolve  to
type boolean, and returns the result of a logical AND operation on
the arguments.

Function syntax AND(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1, argument2: a value of type boolean, or an expression
that resolves to type boolean.

Returns boolean

AVERAGE ()

Description Returns the average of all members of a given list.

Function syntax AVERAGE(argument1)

Arguments argument1: a list of numbers, durations, or dates.

Returns The  data  type  of  the  returned  value  is  the  same  as  the  element
type of the argument list.

CONTAINS ()

Description Takes two arguments of the same type: a list as argument1 and a
value as argument2. Returns true if argument2 is a member of the
specified list, or false if not.

Function syntax CONTAINS(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: a list of values of type number, datetime, or duration.

argument2: a value of type number, datetime, or duration.
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CONTAINS ()

Returns boolean

COUNT ()

Description Returns  the  number  of  elements  in  the  argument  list  with  any
element type.

Function syntax COUNT(argument1)

Arguments argument1: a list with any element type.

Returns number

CURRENTUSER

Description Returns the identifier of the current user account.

Function syntax CURRENTUSER

Arguments requires no arguments

Returns the identifier of the current user account

DATETIMEFROMSECONDS ()

Description Converts number of seconds to a date.

Function syntax DATETIMEFROMSECONDS(argument1)

Arguments argument1: number

Returns datetime

DATETIMEINSECONDS ()

Description Converts a date to the number of seconds that have elapsed since
1970-01-01 00:00:00 (Unix time).

Function syntax DATETIMEINSECONDS(argument1)
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DATETIMEINSECONDS ()

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns number

DATETIMEYEAR ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing  the  year  component  of  the  given  date  in  the  local
time zone.

Function syntax DATETIMEYEAR(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns number

DATETIMEYEARTZ ()

Description Takes  two  arguments  and  returns  a  value  representing  the  year
component  of  the  given  date  (argument1)  in  the  specified  time
zone (argument2). Time Zone ID should be specified in IANA Time
Zone Database format.

Function syntax DATETIMEYEARTZ(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: datetime

argument2: string

Returns number

DATETIMEMONTH ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing  the month component  of  the  given  date  in  the  local
time zone.

Function syntax DATETIMEMONTH(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns number
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DATETIMEMONTHTZ ()

Description Takes two arguments and returns a value representing the month
component  of  the  given  date  (argument1)  in  the  specified  time
zone (argument2). Time Zone ID should be specified in IANA Time
Zone Database format.

Function syntax DATETIMEMONTHTZ(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: datetime

argument2: string

Returns number

DATETIMEDAY ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing the day component of the given date in the local time
zone.

Function syntax DATETIMEDAY(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns number

DATETIMEDAYTZ ()

Description Takes  two  arguments  and  returns  a  value  representing  the  day
component  of  the  given  date  (argument1)  in  the  specified  time
zone (argument2). Time Zone ID should be specified in IANA Time
Zone Database format.

Function syntax DATETIMEDAYTZ(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: datetime

argument2: string

Returns number

DATETIMEHOUR ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing  the  hour  component  of  the  given  date  in  the  local
time zone.
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DATETIMEHOUR ()

Function syntax DATETIMEHOUR(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns number

DATETIMEHOURTZ ()

Description Takes  two  arguments  and  returns  a  value  representing  the  hour
component  of  the  given  date  (argument1)  in  the  specified  time
zone (argument2). Time Zone ID should be specified in IANA Time
Zone Database format.

Function syntax DATETIMEHOURTZ(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: datetime

argument2: string

Returns number

DATETIMEMINUTE ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing the minute component of  the given date in the local
time zone.

Function syntax DATETIMEMINUTE(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns number

DATETIMEMINUTETZ ()

Description Takes two arguments and returns a value representing the minute
component  of  the  given  date  (argument1)  in  the  specified  time
zone (argument2). Time Zone ID should be specified in IANA Time
Zone Database format.

Function syntax DATETIMEMINUTETZ(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: datetime

argument2: string
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DATETIMEMINUTETZ ()

Returns number

DATETIMESECOND ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing the seconds portion of the given date in the local time
zone.

Function syntax DATETIMESECOND(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns number

DATETIMESECONDTZ ()

Description Takes  two  arguments  and  returns  a  value  representing  the
seconds  portion  of  the  given  date  (argument1)  in  the  specified
time zone (argument2). Time Zone ID should be specified in IANA
Time Zone Database format.

Function syntax DATETIMESECONDTZ(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: datetime

argument2: string

Returns number

DIVIDE ()

Description Takes two arguments of  the number type as dividend and divisor
and returns the quotient.

Function syntax DIVIDE(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1 (dividend): number

argument2 (divisor): number

Returns number
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DURATIONFROMSECONDS ()

Description Converts number of seconds to duration.

Function syntax DURATIONFROMSECONDS(argument1)

Arguments argument1: number

Returns duration

DURATIONINSECONDS ()

Description Converts a duration to the number of seconds.

Function syntax DURATIONINSECONDS(argument1)

Arguments argument1: duration

Returns number

EMPTY ()

Description Takes  an  expression  that  resolves  to  a  value,  and  checks  if  it  is
empty.

Function syntax EMPTY(argument1)

Arguments argument1: a value of the same type as the expression's type.

Returns boolean

EQUALS ()

Description Takes two arguments and returns true if the first argument equals
the second argument.

Function syntax EQUALS(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1, argument2: a value of any type.

Returns boolean
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FORMAT ()

Description Returns  a  formatted  string  for  arguments  argument0  through
argumentN, each formatted according to  a specification in  format
string.

Function syntax FORMAT(format  string,  LIST(argument0,  argument1,  ...,
argumentN))

The  format  for  argument0  is  specified  with  the  portion  of  the
format string that defines {0}. The format for argument1 is in the
format-string portion that defines {1}, and so on.

The arguments must be in the form of the following pattern: LIST
(argument1, argument2, ..., argumentN).

You can also concatenate strings using the FORMAT() function. For
example, FORMAT("{0}, {1}", LIST($title, $assignee)).

Arguments format string: string

argument1, argument2, ..., argumentN: values of any type.

Returns string

GREATER ()

Description Takes  two  arguments  and  returns  true  if  the  first  argument  is
greater than the second argument.

Function syntax GREATER(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1,  argument2:  a  value  of  type  number,  datetime,  or
duration.

Returns boolean

GREATEREQ ()

Description Takes  two  arguments  and  returns  true  if  the  first  argument  is
greater than or equal to the second argument.

Function syntax GREATEREQ(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1,  argument2:  a  value  of  type  number,  datetime,  or
duration.

Returns boolean
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IF ()

Description Takes  three  arguments  (values  or  expressions  that  resolve  to
values)  and  returns  argument2  value  if  argument1  is  true,  or
argument3 value if not.

Function syntax IF(argument1, argument2, argument3)

Arguments argument1:  boolean,  or  an  expression  that  resolves  to  type
boolean.

argument2, argument3: a value of any type or an expression that
resolves to value of any type.

Returns The data type of the returned value is the same as the arguments
(argument2 or argument3).

ISTODAY ()

Description Returns true if a date is today. Returns false otherwise.

Function syntax ISTODAY(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns boolean

LESS ()

Description Takes two arguments and returns true if the first argument is less
than the second argument.

Function syntax LESS(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1,  argument2:  a  value  of  type  number,  datetime,  or
duration.

Returns boolean

LESSEQ ()

Description Takes two arguments and returns true if the first argument is less
than or equal to the second argument.

Function syntax LESSEQ(argument1, argument2)
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LESSEQ ()

Arguments argument1,  argument2:  a  value  of  type  number,  datetime,  or
duration.

Returns boolean

MAX ()

Description Returns the maximum value using the GREATER function across all
arguments of a list, which must all be values of the same type or
expressions resolving to the same data type.

Function syntax MAX(argument1)

Arguments argument1: a list of numbers, durations, or dates.

Returns The  data  type  of  the  returned  value  is  the  same  as  the  element
type of the argument list.

MAKEDATE ()

Description Creates a date in the local time zone from the specified arguments
of the number type.

Function syntax MAKEDATE(argument1, argument2, argument3)

Arguments argument1: a year component of the number type.

argument2: a month component of the number type.

argument3: a day component of the number type.

Returns datetime

MAKEDATETZ ()

Description Creates  a  date  in  the  specified  time  zone  from the  arguments  of
the number type. Time Zone ID should be specified in IANA Time
Zone Database format.

Function syntax MAKEDATETZ(argument1, argument2, argument3, argument4)

Arguments argument1: a year component of the number type.

argument2: a month component of the number type.

argument3: a day component of the number type.
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MAKEDATETZ ()

argument4: Time Zone ID of the string type.

Returns datetime

MAKEDATETIME ()

Description Creates a date and time in the local time zone from the specified
arguments of the number type.

Function syntax MAKEDATETIME(argument1,  argument2,  argument3,  argument4,
argument5, argument6)

Arguments argument1: a year component of the number type.

argument2: a month component of the number type.

argument3: a day component of the number type.

argument4: an hour component of the number type.

argument5: a minute component of the number type.

argument6: a seconds component of the number type.

Returns datetime

MAKEDATETIMETZ ()

Description Creates  a  date  and  time  in  the  specified  time  zone  from  the
arguments of the number type. Time Zone ID should be specified
in IANA Time Zone Database format.

Function syntax MAKEDATETIMETZ(argument1,  argument2,  argument3,
argument4, argument5, argument6, argument7)

Arguments argument1: a year component of the number type.

argument2: a month component of the number type.

argument3: a day component of the number type.

argument4: an hour component of the number type.

argument5: a minute component of the number type.

argument6: a seconds component of the number type.

argument7: Time Zone ID of the string type.

Returns datetime
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MIN ()

Description Returns  the  minimum  value  using  the  LESS  function  across  all
arguments of a list, which must all be values of the same type or
expressions resolving to the same data type.

Function syntax MIN(argument1)

Arguments argument1: a list of numbers, durations, or dates.

Returns The  data  type  of  the  returned  value  is  the  same  as  the  element
type of the argument list.

NOT ()

Description Takes a  value  of  type  boolean,  or  an  expression  that  resolves  to
type  boolean,  and  returns  the  result  of  a  logical  negation  on  the
argument.

Function syntax NOT(argument1)

Arguments argument1: boolean

Returns boolean

NOTCONTAINS ()

Description Takes two arguments of the same type: a list as argument1 and a
value as argument2. Returns true if argument2 is not a member of
the specified list. Returns false otherwise.

Function syntax NOTCONTAINS(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1: list

argument2: value

Returns boolean

NOTEQUALS ()

Description Takes two arguments and returns true if the first argument is not
equal to the second argument.

Function syntax EQUALS(argument1, argument2)
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NOTEQUALS ()

Arguments argument1, argument2: a value of any type.

Returns boolean

NOW

Description Returns the current date and time.

Function syntax NOW

Arguments requires no arguments

Returns current date and time

OR ()

Description Takes two values  of  type  boolean,  or  expressions  that  resolve  to
type boolean,  and returns  the result  of  a  logical  OR operation on
the arguments.

Function syntax OR(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1, argument2: a value of type boolean, or an expression
that resolves to type boolean.

Returns boolean

QUOTIENT ()

Description Takes two arguments of the number type as dividend and divisor,
and returns the integer quotient.

Function syntax QUOTIENT(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1 (dividend): number

argument2 (divisor): number

Returns integer
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REMAINDER ()

Description Takes two arguments of the number type as dividend and divisor,
and returns the remainder after division.

Function syntax REMAINDER(argument1, argument2)

Arguments argument1 (dividend): number

argument2 (divisor): number

Returns number

STARTOFDAY ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing the starting point of the day the given date is in.

Function syntax STARTOFDAY(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns datetime

STARTOFWEEK ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing  the  starting  point  of  the  week  containing  the  given
date.

Function syntax STARTOFWEEK(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime

Returns datetime

STARTOFMONTH ()

Description Takes  an  argument  of  the  datetime  type  and  returns  a  value
representing  the  starting  point  of  the  month  the  given  date
belongs to.

Function syntax STARTOFMONTH(argument1)

Arguments argument1: datetime
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STARTOFMONTH ()

Returns datetime

SUBTRACT ()

Description Subtracts two values.

Function syntax SUBTRACT(argument1, argument2)

Arguments a) argument1: number; argument2: number

b) argument1: duration; argument2: duration

c) argument1: datetime; argument2: duration

d) argument1: datetime; argument2: datetime

Returns a) number

b) duration

c) datetime

d) duration

SUM ()

Description Returns  the  sum  of  all  members  of  a  given  list.  Strings
concatenation is not supported.

Function syntax SUM(argument1)

Arguments argument1: a list of numbers, durations, or dates.

Returns The type of the returned value is the same as the element type of
the argument list.

Identifiers
This chapter includes the following topics:

About identifiers

General rules

How to obtain an identifier

Field identifiers in a Task template

23
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About identifiers

An  Identifier  (ID  for  short)  is  a  unique  name  required  for  identification  of  the
Comindware  Tracker  objects  and  object  properties.  In  Comindware  Expression
Language,  identifiers  allow  an  administrator  or  an  architect  to  refer  to  objects  and
object properties from expressions. Identifiers are usually limited to letters, digits and
underscores, and should start with a Latin letter.

A unique ID is required for internal identification of the following Comindware Tracker
objects:

account

template

group

item

task

workflow status

value of a field of the List of values type. The List of values type is a type whose
fields consist  of  a fixed set  of  values. Each value is an object,  which  has a  name
and an identifier. You can use List of values types any time you need to represent a
fixed set of values.

Unique identifiers are also required for object properties, for example, for task or item
fields.  In  order to access properties  of  the  current  object  the  construct  $->Property  is
used (the short form $Property produces the same result), where $ represents the current
object  (most  commonly  task  or  item)  and  Property  is  the  identifier  of  an  object
property (task or item field).

General rules

The following  is  the  list  of  general  rules  to  use  identifiers  in  Comindware  Expression
language.

Field identifiers must be used in expressions, but not field names.

Identifiers are case sensitive.

If an identifier contains spaces, use the following pattern in order for an expression
to work properly:

ID("an identifier containing spaces")

How to obtain an identifier

While  working  with  expressions,  you  have  to  use  identifiers  to  refer  to  objects  and
object  properties.  Follow  the  below  instructions  on  how  to  get  identifiers  of  required
objects and properties in Comindware Tracker user interface.

To get the ID of a user account:

While creating an expression in the built-in expression editor,  click the Auto complete
button  and  select  an  account  from  the  list.  The  ID  of  the  selected  account  will  be
automatically inserted into the expression.

To get the ID of a template:
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1. Go to Administration and click Templates. 

2. Click the  List  Settings  button  to  the  right  of  the  Quick  search  bar  and  make sure
that the ID column is selected to show.

3. Drag the pointer to select the required ID, right click the selection and click Copy in
the menu.

To get the ID of a workflow status:

1. Go to Administration and click Templates. 

2. Open the work item template.

3. Click Workflow.

4. Double click the required status.

5. In  the  window  that  appears,  drag  the  pointer  to  select  the  ID,  right  click  the
selection and click Copy in the menu.

The identifier of a workflow step

To get the ID of any template’s field:

1. Go to Administration and click Templates. 

2. Open a template.

3. Click Fields.

4. Find the required field and double-click its name.

5. Copy the identifier of the field from the appropriate box.
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The identifier of a template’s field

To get the ID of a field value (List of values type only):

1. Go to Administration and click Templates. 

2. Open a template and click Fields.

3. Find the required field of the List of values type, double-click the field name.

4. Click List of Values.

5. Move the pointer over the required value. A tooltip will  be displayed, showing the
ID and name of the value. 

The identifier of a field value

Field identifiers in a Task template

The  Task  template  cannot  be  edited  and  number  of  fields  is  invariable.  All  task  and
subtask  fields  are  system.  The  below  table  lists  the  fields  of  the  Task  template.  Use
these identifiers in your expressions to configure tasks and subtasks.
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Identifier Name Description

id
- The identifier of a task.

title
- The task title.

description
Description The task description.

lastReadDate
- A  date  of  the  latest  opening

of a task.

lastWriteDate
- A date of the latest change of

a task.

parent
Parent The link to the parent item.

creator
Creator A  person  specified  as  default

creator of a task.

creationDate
Creation Date A date of the task creation.

assignee
Assignee A person who owns the task

priority
Priority The task priority.

taskStatus
Status The task status.

dueDate
Due Date The task due date

percentComplete
% Complete Percentage  of  the  task

completed.

completionDate
- A date of the task completion.

timeToCompletion
- Time  remaining  to  the  due

date.

timeTaskActive
- The interval between the task

creation  date  and  current
date.

itemGroup
Group The parent item group.

Data types
The following table shows the Comindware Tracker data types.

Data type Description

Object Use the Object data type to declare an object, for example, a task,
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Data type Description

an item, a template or an account.

Number The Number data type represents floating-point values.

String Use the String data type to define a series of characters.

Boolean Use  the  Boolean  data  type  to  contain  two-state  values  such  as
true/false.

List The  List  data  type  represents  an  ordered  collection  of  values,
called  elements,  each  of  which  is  of  the  same Comindware   data
type.

DateTime Use the DateTime data type to contain date and time values.

Duration The Duration data type represents time intervals. The value is the
number of seconds in the interval in ISO format.

You can add and subtract DateTime and Duration values, using the following rules.

Operation Result

duration + duration duration

datetime + duration datetime

duration - duration duration

datetime - duration datetime

datetime - datetime duration

Literals

DATE ()

Description Declares a date in ISO format.

Date  and  time  values  are  organized  from  the  most  to  the  least
significant: year, month (or week), day, hour, minute, second, and
fraction of second.

Format Date: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYYMMDD

Time: hh:mm:ss or hhmmss

Syntax DATE(argument1)

Arguments argument1: string
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DATE ()

Returns datetime

DURATION ()

Description Declares a duration in ISO format.

Format P[n]Y[n]M[n]DT[n]H[n]M[n]S

The  capital  letters  P,  Y,  M,  W,  D,  T,  H,  M,  S  are  designators  for
each of the date and time elements.

Syntax DURATION(argument1)

Arguments argument1: string

Returns duration

NUMBER ()

Description Declares a number.

Syntax NUMBER(argument1)

Arguments argument1: string

Returns number

STRING

Description Use  single  quotes  or  double  quotes  to  define  strings.  Escape  characters  are
supported.

Syntax 'string' defines a string

"string" defines a string

\"string\" double quotation marks

\'string\' single quotation marks

\n newline

\t tab
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STRING

Arguments string

Returns string

ID ()

Description Declares an object. Takes a string, and returns an object identifier.

Syntax ID(argument1)

Arguments argument1: string

Returns an object identifier

LIST ()

Description Defines  a list.  Takes  an enumeration of  values  of  the same type,
separated by comma, and returns a list.

Syntax LIST(argument0, argument1, ..., argumentN)

Arguments argument0, argument1, ..., argumentN: an enumeration of values
of the same type.

Returns list
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How to

Chapter 3

This chapter includes the following topics:

Assign a value to a field of a work item

Check if a field is empty

Return the list of the items the current item is referenced by

Create a time stamp for each workflow transition

Calculate and log active time spent on a workflow step

Assign a manager to a work item depending on the priority

Return information from a related item

Set parameters of a task and subtasks 

Create validation rules

Assign a value to a field of a work item
Let’s  consider  the  example  in  which  a  value  is  assigned  to  a  field  of  a  work  item
depending on a value of another field of the same item. For example, you might need
to  show the  remaining  time  until  the  deadline,  when  your  work  item  is  in  particular
status.  The  remaining  time  should  be  calculated  as  the  difference  between  the  due
date and the current server date. And then the calculated value should be assigned to
the specified field.

For this example the IF, OR and SUBTRACT functions should be used.

To configure the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates and open a work item template. 

2. Click Fields.

3. Create the Due Date (ID: Due_Date) field of the Date/Time type.

4. Create  the  Remaining  Time  field  of  the  Duration  type.  This  field  will  display  the
remaining time until the deadline, depending on the status of the work item.
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Creating the 'Remaining Time' field

5. Go to the attributes of the Remaining Time field and select the Calculated check box.
The Field Expression tab becomes available.

6. Obtain the identifiers of required fields and workflow statuses. For example:

workflowState - the identifier of the work item system field, which represents the
current status of the work item.

wfstate.approvedImplementation,  wfstate.ReviewbyManager  -  the  identifiers  of  the
workflow  statuses  Implementation  and  Review.  You  can  replace  them  with
identifiers of your custom workflow statuses.

7. Type the following expression into the built-in editor:

IF
(
OR
(
$workflowState == ID("wfstate.approvedImplementation"), $workflowState == ID
("wfstate.ReviewbyManager")
), 
SUBTRACT($Due_Date, $$now),
DURATION("PT600S")
) 

8. Click Save&Close.

9. Go to Form and drag the created fields to the work item form. Save the changes.

To  check  how  the  created  rule  works,  create  a  new  work  item  and  move  it  through
workflow.  When  the  work  item  will  be  in  Implementation  or  Review  status,  the
Remaining Time  field will  display the difference between the due date and the current
server date. Otherwise, the constant value will be assigned to the field (10 minutes in
our example) in order to verify the functionality of our expression.
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The remaining time is displayed

Check if a field is empty
You  can  check  if  a  field  is  empty  and  perform  the  required  actions  depending  on  a
returned value. For example, you may want to mark requests, software bugs, or issues
that were rejected and group them to the list. For this purpose use both IF and EMPTY
functions.

To add the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates and open a template. 

2. Click Fields and create the Rejected Date  (ID: RejectedDate) field of the Date/Time
type. Click Form and drag the created field to the work item’s form.

3. Click Workflow, go to the Rejected  step and then click Pre-populate  Fields.  Set the
following rule for the Rejected Date field:

$$now

This rule will  be applied on enter the  Rejected step thus creating a time stamp on
entering the step.

4. Create the Was Rejected  field of  the List  of  Values  type. Populate the list  with the
following values:

Value Identifier (created automatically)

Yes WasRejected.values.Yes

No WasRejected.values.No

Go to Form. Drag the created field to the work item’s form.

5. Return to Workflow. Click the End step. Set the following rule for the Was Rejected
field:

IF(EMPTY($RejectedDate), WasRejected.values.No, WasRejected.values.Yes)

This rule assigns the ‘Yes’ value to the Was Rejected field, if the Rejected Date field
isn’t empty, and assigns ‘No’ otherwise.
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Afterwards you can create the list of work items marked as rejected.

Return the list of the items the current item is
referenced by

You  can  see  link  relationships  of  an  item.  For  example,  if  you  send  a  request  to
purchasing  department  for  stationery,  you  may  want  the  all  related  invoices  to  be
shown  in  the  work  item  representing  this  request.  The  real  difficulty  in  showing
invoices  may  arise,  if  the  invoices  reference  the  request,  but  the  request  doesn't
reference invoices. Use the below example to avoid difficulties in this respect.

To create the list of the items the current item is referenced by:

1. Assuming  that  you  have  the  previously  created  Purchase  Request  and  Invoice
templates, go to Administration and open the Invoice template. 

2. Click Fields.

3. Find  the  required  field,  which  provides  adding  links  to  other  items,  and  copy  its
identifier. For example, the Related to field (ID: Related_to).

4. Go to the Purchase Request template and click Fields.

5. Create the Is  referenced  by  field  of  the Reference  type,  intended to show the list  of
items,  which  reference  the  current  work  item.  Select  the  Multiple  Values  and
Calculated check boxes. Type the following expression in the Field Expression box:

$<-Related_to

The above expression returns the list of invoices, which have a link to our request
in the Related to field.

6. Click Save.

Open  an  existing  request  to  verify  whether  the  expression  works  correctly.  A  list  of
related invoices should be shown in the Is referenced by field.

The list of items the current item is referenced by

Let’s go further and get the list of types of invoices the current item is referenced by.

To get the list:

1. Open the Invoice template and click Fields. 
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2. Find  the  required  field  intended  to  contain  the  type  of  invoice,  and  copy  its
identifier.  For  example,  the  Invoice  type  field  of  the  List  of  Values  type  (ID:
Invoice_Type).

3. Go to the Purchase Request template and click Fields.

4. Create the Type of Related Invoice field with the same properties as the Is referenced
by field has. Modify our expression as follows:

$<-Related_to<-Invoice_Type

5. Type the expression in the Field Expression box.

6. Click Save.

Open an existing request to see the result. The list of types of related invoices should
be shown in the Type of Related Invoice field.

You  can  change  the  direction  of  arrows  in  the  expression  in  order  to  get  the  list  of
types of items, which referenced by the current request.

$->Related_to->Item_Type

Create a time stamp for each workflow transition
You  can  make  time  stamps  on  entering  a  workflow  step  or  on  transition  execution.
Create the required number of fields of the Date/Time type and drag them to the work
item’s form. In our example the Time Stamps  tab was created to contain all  the time
stamps.

To configure a time stamp rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates and open the template. 

2. Click Workflow.

3. Enter any transition settings and click the Pre-populate Fields tab.

4. Find the required field and click Set Value.

5. Type the following rule expression, which will be applied on transition execution:

$$now

Repeat  the  above  steps  sequentially  for  each  transition.  You  should  also  reset  your
duration and date/time fields before start using them. You can perform this operation
on entering the start step of your workflow.

To  check  how  the  created  rules  work,  create  a  new  work  item  and  move  it  through
workflow.  Once a  transition  is  executed,  current  server date and time is  displayed  in
the specified field.
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The time stamps were made on each transition execution

Calculate and log active time spent on a workflow
step

Let’s  calculate and log active time spent  on a  workflow step.  To  do  so,  the  following
rule should be added to transition rules.

To add the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates and open a template. 

2. Create the required number of fields of the Date/Time type as in previous example.

3. Create  several  fields  of  the  Duration  type  for  logging  active  time  of  the  required
workflow steps.

You  should  reset  your  Duration  and  Date/Time  fields  before  start  using  them.  You
can perform this operation on entering the start step of your workflow.

4. Click Form and drag all the created fields to the work item’s form.

5. Click Workflow.

6. Enter any transition settings and click the Pre-populate Fields tab.

7. Find the required field and type the following expression as the predefined rule:

ADD($Step_Active_Time, SUBTRACT($$now, $Enter_Step))

This expression takes current time and time stamp was made on enter the step you
just  left  (Enter_Step)  and  calculates  the  difference.  Then  adds  the  result  to  the
current value of the Step_Active_Time field. If a work item is returned to the step,
duration of repeated activity will be added to the current field value.

Repeat the steps 5-7 for each transition using appropriate field identifiers.

To  check  how  the  created  rules  work,  create  a  new  work  item  and  move  it  through
workflow.
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Active time spent on each workflow step

Assign a manager to a work item depending on the
priority

Let's assign a manager to a work item depending on the work item’s priority. For this
example we use the IF function.

To create the rule:

Go to Administration > Templates, open a work item template and click Fields. 

1. Create  the  Request  Priority  (ID:  Request_Priority)  field  of  the  List  of  Values  type.
This field is required for creating the list of priorities of the work item. Populate the
list with the following values:

Value ID

Low Request_Priority.values.Low

Medium Request_Priority.values.Medium

High Request_Priority.values.High

2. Create the Manager field of the User type. Select the Calculated check box in Field
Attributes  (the  Read  Only  attribute  will  be  set  automatically)  and  type  the
expression in the Field Expression box. Type the required account identifiers in the
IF function, for example, account.6 and account.5. Add the identifier  of  a  priority
value as the IF condition, for example, Request_Priority.values.High.

IF($Request_Priority == Request_Priority.values.High, account.6, account.5)

3. Click Save.

4. Go to Form. Drag the created fields to the work item’s form.

To check how it works, create a new work item, fill in the required fields and click Save.
Change the priority of the work item to change the manager.
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Manager is set depending on priority

Return information from a related item
If  you  store  any  data  as  items,  you  can  get  all  required  information  from  them  and
show it on your work item’s form. To do so, you should make a reference to the item
group  in  the  template  of  your  work  item.  To  retrieve  particular  data  from  a  related
item, use the following expression pattern:

$<Reference_Field_ID> -> <Related_Item_Field_ID>

where:

<Reference_Field_ID> - the identifier of a field, which references to another item.

<Related_Item_Field_ID> - the identifier of any field of the referenced item.

To see how it works, you can use any existing item group or, for example, create the
Customer  template  for  test  purposes.  An  item group  should  be  created  based  on  the
template, and then several customers need to be created in the group as items. If you
store  customers  as  items,  it  is  convenient  to  return  any  customer’s  information  to  a
support ticket or any other work item.

To create the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates, open a work item template and click Fields. 

2. Create the Customer field of the Reference type and select the required item group
as reference. This field references to the item group and will be used for selecting
one of related items (customers in our example) on the form.

3. Go to Form and drag the created field to the work item’s form.

4. Return to Fields and create the required number of fields of the Reference type to
display information returned from a related item. For example:

Service level (ID: Service_Level) – calculated field, shows the service level of the
customer has been selected.

E-mail  (ID:  Email)  –  calculated  field,  shows the  e-mail  address  of  the  customer
has been selected.

5. Type the following expression in the Field Expression box of the E-mail field:
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$Customer->Email

6. Type the following expression in the Field Expression box of the Service level field:

$Customer->Service_Level

Create a new work item, fill  in  the required boxes and select  a customer. Click Save.
The  customer’s  service  level  and  e-mail  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the
corresponding fields.

The service level and e-mail of a customer is displayed 

Set parameters of a task and subtasks
This chapter includes the following topics:

Copy an item description to a child task or subtask

Set the task priority based on the parent item priority

Set the due date of a task based on the parent item’s priority

Set the due date of a task based on the parent item’s due date

Set the task assignee depending on parameters of the parent item

Copy an item description to a child task or subtask

To copy a description from the parent item to a child task or subtask, complete the following
steps:

1. Go to Administration > Templates. 

2. Open a work item template.

3. Click Workflow and double click a required step.

4. In the window that appears, in the Actions group click Responsible Persons.

5. Select  the  Assign  tasks  and  prepopulate  task  fields  check  box  and  expand  Task
Settings.

6. Set value for description:

$parent->description
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Setting the rule for the child task's description

To check how it works, create a new work item and move it through workflow. On the
required step the child task will be created with the description copied from the parent
item.

The description from the parent item is displayed in the child task's
'Description' box

Set the task priority based on the parent item priority

You  might  need  to  set  the  task  priority  based  on  the  parent  item  priority.  Use  the
following identifiers in your expressions as task priorities:

Value ID

Low priority cmw.taskPriority.low

Medium priority cmw.taskPriority.medium

High priority cmw.taskPriority.high

Items don't  have a  default  system field  for  priority.  Create  a  new  field  of  the  List  of
Values  type  intended  for  setting  the  priority  of  an  item.  For  example,  create  the
Request  Priority  (ID:  Request_Priority)  field  and  drag  it  to  the  work  item’s  form.
Populate the list with the following values:

Value ID

Low Request_Priority.values.Low

Medium Request_Priority.values.Medium
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Value ID

High Request_Priority.values.High

Perform  the  following  steps  to  set  the  child  task’s  priority  based  on  the  parent  item’s
priority:

1. Go to Administration > Templates. 

2. Open a work item template.

3. Click Workflow and double click a required step.

4. In the window that appears, in the Actions group click Responsible Persons.

5. Select  the  Assign  tasks  and  prepopulate  task  fields  check  box  and  expand  Task
Settings.

6. Set the following rule for priority:

If ($parent->Request_Priority == ID("Request_Priority.values.Low"),
ID ("cmw.taskPriority.low"),
If ($parent->Request_Priority == ID("Request_Priority.values.Medium"),
ID ("cmw.taskPriority.medium"),
ID ("cmw.taskPriority.high")
)
)

To check how it works, create a new work item and move it through workflow. On the
required  step  the  child  task  will  be  created  with  the  priority  set  according  to  the
predefined rule.

Set the due date of a task based on the parent item priority

Expand  our  previous  example  with  the  expression,  which  defines  the  due  date  of  a
child  task  based  on  the  parent  item  priority.  The  expression  adds  the  predefined
duration to the current date. Duration is represented in ISO format. Perform the steps
1-4  as  described  in  the  previous  example  and  then  type  the  following  expression  as
predefined rule for the due date:

If ($parent->Priority == ID(“Priority.values.Low”),
ADD($$now, DURATION(“P7D”)),
If ($parent->Priority == ID(“Priority.values.Medium”),
ADD($$now, DURATION(“P3D”)),
ADD($$now, DURATION(“P1D”))
)
)

With this expression, the higher priority is selected, the less task duration is specified.
To check how it works, create a new work item, select its priority and move it through
workflow.  On  the  required  step  the  child  task  will  be  created  with  the  due  date  set
according to the predefined rule.

Set the due date of a task based on the parent item due
date

You can set subtask parameters based on parameters of its parents. For example, you
might need to set the due date of a subtask based on the parent task due date and the
parent item priority.
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To set the due date modify the previous example in the following way:

1. Substitute the functions of addition with the following one: 

SUBTRACT($parent->dueDate, DURATION(“P[n]Y[n]M[n]DT[n]H[n]M[n]S”))

2. Use the $parent->$parent->Priority condition to return data from the item level to
the subtask level.

3. Specify the required duration values:

If ($parent->$parent->Priority == ID(“Priority.values.Low”),
SUBSTRACT($parent->dueDate, DURATION(“P3D12H”)),
If ($parent->$parent->Priority == ID(“Priority.values.Medium”),
SUBTRACT($parent->dueDate, DURATION(“P1D12H”)),
SUBTRACT($parent->dueDate, DURATION(“P12H”))
)
)

The above expression sets the due date of a subtask depending on the priority of the
parent item and the due date of the parent task. Type this expression as preset value
for  the  due  date  of  a  subtask.  You  can  also  use  the  'SUBTRACT($parent->dueDate,

DURATION(“P[n]Y[n]M[n]DT[n]H[n]M[n]S”))'  function  separately  to  set  the  due  date  of

any child element depending on the parent element’s due date. Note that work items
don't have the system field Due Date, so you should pre-create it.

Set the task assignee depending on parameters of the
parent item

Setting the task assignee depending on the priority of the parent item.

To set the assignee of the child task depending on the priority of the parent item, take
the previous example and substitute the functions of subtraction with the identifiers of
required users.

Perform the following steps to specify the assignee of a task:

1. Go to Administration > Templates. 

2. Open a work item template.

3. Click Workflow and double click a required step.

4. In the window that appears, in the Actions group click Responsible Persons.

5. Select  the  Assign  tasks  and  prepopulate  task  fields  check  box  and  expand  Task
Settings.

6. Set the following rule for assignee:

If ($parent->Priority == ID(“Priority.values.Low”),
ID (“account.4”),
If ($parent->Priority == ID(“Priority.values.Medium”),
ID (“account.2”),
ID (“account.6”)

To check how it works, create a new work item and move it through workflow. On the
required step the child task will be created and its assignee will be set according to the
predefined rule.
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Setting the task assignee depending on an item field of the ‘User’ type.

If you want to set a responsible person on a particular workflow step for a work item
and  want  this  person  to  be  automatically  specified  as  a  task  assignee  on  certain
subsequent steps, you can use this example.

Do the following to configure the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates. 

2. Open a work item template and click Fields.

3. To be able to set a responsible person for a work item you should create a new field
of  the  User  type  in  the  work  item  template  or  use  the  existing  one  if  any.  For
example, the Responsible field (ID: Responsible).

4. Go to Workflow. Make this field mandatory on the required step. 

Moving the 'Responsible' field to the list of mandatory fields

5. Type  the  following  expression  in  the  Assignee  field  of  each  task  you  want  to  be
assigned to the responsible person:

$parent->Responsible

Typing in the rule expression

Use the following expression for a subtask assignee:
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$parent->$parent->Responsible

To check how it works, create a new work item and move it through workflow. On the
required  step  you  will  be  prompted  to  select  a  responsible  person  from  the  list  of
available users.

Selecting a responsible person from the list

Selected  user  will  be  automatically  specified  as  a  task  or  subtask  assignee  on  the
required subsequent steps.

Responsible person has been set as a task assignee

Create validation rules
This chapter includes the following topics:

Validate entered dates

Validate entered durations

Validate selected users

Validate groups

Check if a related workflow is in particular status

Validate entered dates

Validation of entered date

You can set  the rule which  validates the entered  date.  For  example,  let's  specify  the
date that cannot be a finish date for a project.
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To add the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates, open a work item template and click Fields. 

2. Create the Finish Date  field (ID: Finish_Date) of the Date/Time  type and drag it  to
the form.

3. Go to Workflow and click a required step or transition.

4. Go to Validation Rules  and click Add Rule  to create a new rule. Type the following
expression as the rule for the finish date verification:

EQUALS(
    $Finish_Date, DATE(
        "2013-01-01T00:00:00Z"
    )
)

5. Type  the  rule  name and  the  validation  message  that  will  be  displayed  if  entered
data don't match the rule conditions. Click Save.

Creating the validation rule for the finish date

To check how it works, create a new work item and set the finish date. Move the item
through  workflow.  On  entering  the  required  step  or  on  performing  the  required
transition the validation message will be shown to you if you set the invalid date. You
must fix the date to go further.

Finish date cannot be earlier than start date.

You can set the rule specifying that the item finish date cannot occur before the item
start date.

To add the rule:

1. Create  one more  field  of  the  Date/Time  type for  the  start  date  and  drag  it  to  the
form (name: Start Date, ID: Start_Date). 

2. Go to Workflow and click required step or transition.

3. Click Add Rule to create a new rule and type the following expression as the rule for
the start and finish date verification:

GREATER(
    $Start_Date, $Finish_Date
)
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4. Type the rule name and the validation message text. Click Save.

Creating the validation rule for the start and the finish date

To check how it works, create a new work item and set the finish date earlier than the
start  date.  Move  the  item  through  workflow.  On  entering  the  required  step  or  on
performing  the  required  transition  the  validation  message  will  be  shown  to  you.  You
must fix the dates to go further.

Validation message

Validate entered durations

Validation of entered duration

You can set the rule which validates the entered duration. Let's create the example rule
which  validates,  if  the  value  a  user  entered  for  total  work  exceeds  the  maximum
duration or not.

To add the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates, open a work item template and click Fields. 

2. Create  the  Maximum  Duration  field  (ID:  Maximum_Duration)  of  the  Duration  type
and drag it to the form.

3. Go to Workflow and click a required step or transition.

4. In  the  Validation  Rules  tab,  click  Add  Rule  to  create  a  new  rule  and  type  the
following expression:

GREATER(
    $Maximum_Duration, duration(
        "PT12H"
    )
)

5. Type the rule name and the validation  message that  will  be displayed,  if  entered
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data don't match the rule conditions. Click Save.

Creating the validation rule for the maximum duration

To  check  how  it  works,  create  a  new  work  item  and  type  the  duration  value  in
appropriate box. Move the item through workflow. On entering the required step or on
performing the required transition the validation message will be shown to you, if you
set the invalid duration. You must type the valid duration to continue moving through
workflow.

Validation message

Validate that entered duration matches specified restrictions.

You can set the lower and upper bounds for duration entered by user.

To add the rule:

1. Create one more field of the Duration  type for the lower bound and drag it  to the
form (name: Duration, ID: Duration). 

2. Go to Workflow and click required step or transition.

3. Click Add to create a new rule and type the following rule expression:

OR(
    GREATER(
        $Maximum_Duration, DURATION(
            "PT24H"
        )
    ), LESS(
        $Duration, DURATION(
            "PT1H"
        )
    )
)

4. Type the rule name and the validation message text. Click Save.
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Creating the validation rule for the minimum and maximum
duration values

To check how it  works, create a new work item and set  the minimum and maximum
duration values are out of  bounds. Move the item through workflow.  On entering the
required step or on performing the required transition  the validation  message will  be
shown to you. Enter the valid duration values to go further.

Validation message

Validate selected users

Validation of selected user

You can create the rule to check if a valid responsible person is assigned to an item.

To add the rule:

1. Go to Administration > Templates, open a work item template and click Fields. 

2. Create the Responsible Person field (ID: Responsible) of the User type and drag it
to the form.

3. Go to Workflow and click a required step or transition.

4. In  the  Validation  Rules  tab,  click  Add  Rule  to  create  a  new  rule  and  type  the
following expression:

EQUALS(
    $Responsible, ID(
        "account.2"
    )
)

5. Type  the  rule  name and  the  validation  message  that  will  be  displayed  if  entered
data don't match the rule conditions. Click Save.
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Creating the validation rule for a responsible person

To check how it works, create a new work item and select a user as responsible. Move
the  item  through  workflow.  On  entering  the  required  step  or  on  performing  the
required  transition  the  validation  message  will  be  shown  to  you,  if  the  selected  user
cannot be assigned as responsible person. You must select  another user  to enter  the
step or perform the transition.

Validation message

Limiting the choice of users to several possible variants

Expand  our  previous  example  so  that  the  rule  sets  the  list  of  possible  variants.  The
syntax of the modified expression is as follows:

NOTCONTAINS(
    list(
        ID(
            "account.1"
        ), ID(
            "account.2"
        )
    ), $Responsible
)

Type the rule name and the validation message text for the new rule and click Save.
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Creating the validation rule specifying the list of responsible
persons

If selected user is not valid the following message will be displayed.

Validation message

Validate groups

If  you  have  several  task  groups  or  item  groups  based  on  the  same  template  (for
example,  bugs  related  to  different  departments  of  your  company),  you  may  want  to
validate the group of a task or an item being created. If the group doesn't match the
required one (), the error message will be displayed. The syntax of the expression is as
follows:

NOTEQUALS (
    $container, ID(“tc.5”)
)

If you create a new item and assign a responsible person to it depending on the item
group,  you  may  want  to  exclude  some  users  from  the  possible  candidates.  Use  the
following expression:

AND(
    EQUALS ($container, ID(“tc.5”)),
    CONTAINS(
    list(
        ID("account.1"),
        ID("account.2")
        ), $Responsible
)
)

Check if a related workflow is in particular status

If your workflow is complex enough, you can break it up into a few simple processes.
For  example,  a  business  trip  execution  process  might  be  simplified  in  the  following
way:
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Travel request – the master process.

Travel order – the subprocess, containing gathering detailed information about the
trip, booking etc.

Expenses  report  -  the  subprocess  required  to  submit  an  expenses  report  for
approval.

To run the processes in the right order, you should connect them with references, and
set  validation  rules.  Validation  rules  will  help  you  to  check,  whether  the  related
subprocess is in particular status or not. To retrieve particular data from a related item,
use the following expression pattern:

$<Reference_Field_ID> -> <Related_Item_Field_ID>

where:

<Reference_Field_ID> - the identifier of a field which references to another item.

<Related_Item_Field_ID> - the identifier of any field of the referenced item.

To connect the processes:

1. Assuming  that  the  templates  were  previously  created  and  configured,  go  to
Administration > Templates and open the Travel request template. 

2. Click Fields.

3. Create  the  fields  Travel  order  (ID:  Travel_order)  and  Expenses  report  (ID:
Expenses_report)  of  the  Reference  type.  Select  the  appropriate  groups  as
references. Click Save.

4. Go to Form and drag the created fields to the work item form. Save the changes.

To set validation rules:

1. In the Travel request template go to Workflow. 

2. Find the step of the Travel request master process on which the related Travel order
should be Verified by Manager (ID: wfstate.verifiedBoss).

3. Open the transition, which follows this step and connects it  with the next  step in
the master process.

4. Go to Validation Rules and click Add Rule.

5. Type the following expression in the built-in expressions editor:

NOTEQUALS($Travel_order->workflowState, ID("wfstate.verifiedBoss"))

6. Type the rule name and the validation  message that  will  be  displayed,  if  the  the
related Travel order has not been verified yet. Click Save.

7. Return to the workflow diagram and find the step of the Travel request process on
which  the  related  Expenses  Report  should  be  Verified  by  Manager  (ID:  wfstate.
verifiedBoss).  Perform  the  steps  3-6  and  use  the  following  expression  for  the
Expenses Report:

NOTEQUALS($Expenses_report->workflowState, ID("wfstate.verifiedBoss"))

To check how it works:

1. Create new work items Travel request, Travel order and Expenses report. 
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2. Connect them using the reference fields.

3. Move the Travel request item through workflow.

4. On performing the required transition of the Travel request the validation message
will be shown to you, if the related work item is not verified by manager.
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